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"That vial of potion may have given me life... But what kind of life is this?"Â As we gear up for Ben

and River&apos;s explosive finale in Book 24, heart-pounding adventure, challenged love, and

thrilling discoveries await you inÂ A Fork of Paths...Â BuyÂ now!Â *BEWARE OF SPOILERS IN

THE REVIEWS BELOW that are without spoilers alerts!*
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I have to agree with the other 4 Star reviews on this one. I love the series, and all of Bella's books

today. But this book in particular felt like just a "connector" and where I don't mind the short books

Bella puts out and have praised them to date for reading like a TV series (which I still would love to

see these books become), this book in particular was that episode that just left you unsatisfied. 1

lackluster book out of 22 ain't bad though....just bring on book 23 to be strong for us!!

I like this series and will continue to read until it is finished. My only complaint is the books are too

short, it's kind of like watching a weekly series on TV. I would like the books to be longer and a little

more developed. She seems to be rushing the closing of each book. Maybe running out of material



for the character she is discussing.

I love the whole "A Shade of Vampire" series. If you are ready to start a new series, this is the one

to start!No sex scenes, which is fine. The writing is wonderfully done. Tons of adventure!! I love

readiing about Ben's adventures as a ghost. The story line jumps from Ben to Aisha, the jinni and

her plight with the wierd creatures on Julie's boat. You also see what's going on with Julie after

betraying Ben. The storyline jumps again to Ben's family in the Shade. How they are dealing with

the aftermath of Jeramiah's attack. Then back to Ben. He's trying to help River who was captured by

Hunters and taken to a remote place of captivity. Ben has to try and save her before they kill her or

do wierd experiments on her because she's the first half-human/ half-vampire they've ever seen or

captured. How will Ben save her when he's only a ghost?Excellent storytelling!!! Must read!!!

I love Bella Forrest however, half of this book is focused on Aisha and Julie. Being that everyone

wanted a longer Ben and River story, I felt the author just started to throw ideas together to make it

longer to prolong their happily ever after. So to me the book wasn't my favorite. It was good but it

wasn't great.

Love Bella Forrest, she has great writing ability. Love the characters and story line.I have them all

and will read again. These are great books.Can't put any of them down till it is finished. I'm sure you

will love this book.

Bella Frost is an amazing writer. This series keeps you pon the edge of your seat, wanting more. I

have actually set an alarm on my phone, waiting for book 23. Usually in a long series like this, the

story becomes repetitious. However, this pone does not. The characters over lap, and yet still have

their own story. Love it!!

There's a lot more story to tell for Ben and I hope to read more as the next book(s) roll out! His story

is dark, and he has two choices ahead of him, so I can't wait to see what the future unfolds for him!

Another great read in the ASOV series...so much detail to further the intrigue. This book makes you

ponder so many captivating scenarios and leaves you wanting to know the outcomes. Oh my I can

not wait.....
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